
 

 

Cultural Infiltration and children  
Definition of indoctrination:  The process of repeating an idea or belief to someone until they 
accept it without criticism or question. 
• We are Indoctrinated by the story we are told—and who tells it. 
- The culture builds its narrative based on its agenda/desired outcome                        
- Difference between:                                                                                                        

opinion (a view or judgment formed about something, not necessarily based on facts or 
knowledge)                                                                                                                 

- conjecture (an opinion or conclusion formed on the basis of incomplete information; 
speculation                                                                                                                     

- premise ( a previous statement or proposition from which another is inferred or follows as a 
conclusion.) 

- Fact ( a thing that is known or proved to be true; the truth about events as opposed to 
interpretation) 

- Truth (that which is in accordance with fact and reality; a transcendent fundamental or 
spiritual reality) 

- In order to reorient thinking, must be willing to relay foundations 
 
- Our story should be able to stand up against:  
 erosion: the gradual destruction of diminution of something; to be damaged or   
  removed under pressure 
 invasion: to capture, conquer and occupy another’s domain 
 Intrusion: to wrongfully enter upon; seizing or taking possession of the property of  
  another 
 subversion: the undermining of the power and authority of an established system or  
  institution 
 

We Become Like What We Behold: 
I John 3:2 
II Corinthians 3:18 
II Corinthians 4:17-19 
Psalm 119:36-37 
Colossians 3:10 
Psalm 115:4-8 
• Hebrews 1:3—We were designed to behold the Father—by seeing Jesus 
• Children were supposed to learn who they were by imprinting/face to face/ with parents 
 

We believe—based on what we hear: 
 
Romans 10:17 Faith comes from hearing, and hearing by the word of Christ. 
 
John 8:31-32. Abide in My Word—disciples of Mine—know Truth—Truth will make you free 
 
John 8:43-44 father of lies  
 
Psalm 78:1-12 Passing on the statutes and the stories 
 What story are we telling? 
 What is our basis for believing? 
 Are we a demonstration of our story? 


